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Gulpers Association Uganda 2021

Chair’s Foreword

“There are numerous reasons for GAU’s success, but amongst the critical success
factors have been its high levels of dedication and sanitation service delivery,
our primary focus on empowerment of members, and most of all the
relationships and partnerships built with the stakeholders over the years.”

Gulpers association Uganda limited was formed to unite

There are numerous reasons for GAU’s success in 2021, but

pit emptiers in Uganda and to enforce the set regulations

amongst the critical success factors have been its high levels

by KCCA and NEMA at the grassroots of gulping

of dedication and sanitation service delivery, our primary

operations through its member companies. Gulpers

focus on empowerment of members, and most of all the

Association Uganda Limited (GAU) was formed in 2017 to

relationships and partnerships built with the stakeholders

unite and organize companies dealing in gulper pit

over the years.

emptying business. The association has grown in

I wish to first of all appreciate our partners ; KCCA, Water For

membership over the years from 8 to 31 registered

People , NWSC, and Water Aid , for the continual support that

companies to date. Gulpers association Uganda limited is

has made GAU what it is today. I wish to congratulate the

managed by executive committee which constitutes seven

GAU executive for the dedication and selfless service. I wish

positions; that is Chairperson, secretary, treasurer, vice

to appreciate all the members of GAU for the resolve they

chairperson, publicity, ex-official/advisor and the welfare.

have demonstrated as we work with all stakeholders to serve

GAU is also currently managing a Faecal Sludge loading bay

the communities. I wish the incoming executive all the good

and the bay receives about 27m3 of FS per day. The

luck as we strive for the growth of GAU as an association and

member companies dump the collected sludge at the

serve our communities better.

dumping bay at Lubigi everyday.

Henry Kayondo – GAU Chairperson 2020 -2021
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Secretary’s Foreword

2021 was another successful year for GAU during which we achieved signiﬁcant
community impacts for customers we serve, continued and reﬁned our key
programmes, strengthened our capacity, and made good progress in terms of
enhancing service delivery through our member sanitation companies.
Our membership grew to 31 registered sanitation businesses. We managed
to offer business development support and training in areas of operations,
health and safety, financial management and business management to the
members.
GAU continues to promote, maintain and develop a wide range of

“Our membership grew to
31 registered sanitation
businesses. We managed
to offer business
development support and
training in areas of

innovative, mutually reinforcing and well integrated sanitation programmes

operations, health and

and supports members to be positioned for better service delivery even as

safety, financial

we seek to work with all stakeholders. There’s need to recruit new pit
emptying entrepreneurs to match the available pit emptying market. GAU

management and

therefore seeks financial support towards the different programs that will

business management to

help it widen its market reach through the member companies.

the members’’

Atim Susan, Secretary
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Who is GAU?

70% of the people in Kampala live in what we call “unplanned settlements” and what that means is little thought was put into important
things like the arrangement of the houses, sanitation and water system and how cars can reach the people. What this means is 70% of the
people in Kampala are unable to access many of the services that others take for granted most important of which is that the toilet emptying
trucks fail to reach them. Left with no way to empty their toilets and latrines they resort to other means like covering up the latrine, moving
on and building new ones but this is harmful to the environment and can lead to a wide spread of disease in their community. They need a
better solution. That’s where we come in. With the gulping device we are able to reach anyone, anywhere they are and provide them with
latrine/toilet emptying service they need. A gulper device is simply a borehole like device that is connected to the toilet to pump the sludge
out and into barrels. The barrels are then carried through the narrow roads that the trucks can’t pass through and taken to trucks where they
are emptied and driven to treatment plants to be disposed of in an environmentally friendly manner. The whole process is seamless and gets
done in a manner that doesn’t stink up the neighborhood because we ensure to treat the toilet/latrine before we begin.

GAU’s Vision
GAU’s Vision is a society in which citizens especially those in the informal settlements of Uganda have equitable access to basic sanitation
services at affordable costs through quality service delivery by the member companies.

GAU’s Mission
GAU’s Mission is to create mass awareness about and promotion of gulping services in Uganda and enhance service delivery by supporting
and promoting the member companies to achieve better service delivery mainly through:
• Providing support to member companies through advocacy, business development support, training, certification etc.
• Enhancing the operations of gulping and dumping especially at the dumping points.
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Highlights of 2021
Result indicators
• Association Membership Growth: The Association has
registered continued growth in membership and
workforce among the member companies.

Policy impacts and
discipline among
members

• GAU offices: An office space was acquired and secured

GAU executive was faced with a challenge of establishing

at Kyebado Nsooba, off, Gayaza road using Erisa road

conflict resolution mechanisms and enforcement of

• Entrepreneurs assisted: 31 sanitation enterprises have

discipline among members. The constitution needed

been supported and handheld in issues of registration,

amendments to factor in the changes that came with the

licensing, market penetration, access to finance etc.

evolvement of the association. Policies had to be

• Homesteads served: More households and schools have
been served through pit emptying services.
• High volume of FS collected: We have registered growth

developed to handle discipline, accountability, operations
and governance. A disciplinary committee was established
as a result.

in the gulper market share from 1,200 barrels to 4,300
barrels dumped per month. An implication that there is
an increase in the amount of safely managed faecal
sludge in Kampala communities.
• Dumping bay: GAU has the mandate of managing the

Innovation and replicable
models (Gulper 4)

dumping bay at Lubigi. Managing the FS loading bay

GAU has continued to reﬂect upon using better gulping

involves managing operations and managing the finances

technologies and is adopting to better innovations like the

collected at the disposal area.

Gulper 4.

• Outsourced consultancy services : GAU was contracted
by Water For People to train and mentor new sanitation
entrepreneurs in Kole, Pallisa and Nansana. Illegal pit

Financial sustainability

emptiers were identified and trained in Kole, Pallisa and

GAU remains on track against its medium term ﬁnancial

Nansana.

sustainability plans, maintained tight budgetary control
GAU’s eﬀective ﬁnancial management and controls will

Subsidized
dumping
services

remain an important asset to the organisation.

Secretariat
Coming 2022, the Association will look at establishing a
frequently extended

secretariat that will handle the management of the

subsidized pit emptying services to households in Kampala.

association business. We shall recruit Human resources to

Many Households have benefited from this campaign. This

work especially at the dumping bay.

KCCA

together with GAU have

has also boosted the member companies especially the
new entrants. We are looking foreword to more similar
emptying campaigns in the future, working together with
our partners.
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Summaryof impacts and achievements to date
Dumping Point
The dumping point at Lubigi has greatly enhanced the
gulping business. A lot more households have been
served as a result. GAU has been managing the operations
and the financial sustainability of the dumping bay. A
business model was developed to guide operations and
management. We anticipate better management of the
dumping bay come 2022.

Improved dumping
technology
The introduction of the Gulper4 technology has made the
process of gulping cleaner and more acceptable both to
the customers and regulators. The technology is more

efficient in that it greatly reduces exposure to faecal
sludge by the workers and it is cleaner and reliable.

Access to Financing & GAU
SACCO
Support to Gulpers Association Uganda (GAU) members
has included capacity building at an individual level,
branding, support in health and safety through vaccination
against Hepatitis B and Tetanus and linkage to financing in
partnership with Post Bank. We have embarked on the
process of starting a savings and credit scheme for the
members.
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Membership and Growth
The association had 14 registered members by the end of 2019 ad by the end of 2021 we have 31 registered companies.17 companies

have been added to the association. Out of the 17 companies, 3 companies are from Nansana, 3 from illegal pit emptiers, 4 companies
from sanitation solutions group, and 2 companies from existing companies and 5 from new entrants
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Stakeholders’ Engagement

Collaborations and Partnerships
GAU works with a wide range of partner organisations,
government entities and professional service providers.
GAU values these partnerships and collaborations
which

are crucial in achieving our developmental

mandate.
Special mention is made of the following partners in
2021:
• Partners:

Kampala City Council Authority (KCCA),

Water For People, National Water and Sewerage

Corporation (NWSC), GIZ, and WaterAid Uganda.
• Regulators: MWE, NEMA, KCCA, NWSC.
• Service Providers: GAU works with key service
providers. They include, Financial institutions, dealers in
equipment and usable items, consultants and trainers
and others.
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Finances and Sustainability
The financials are approved by the Board of Directors but are not audited

INCOME STATEMENT

BALANCE SHEET

for the year ending 30 November 2021

as at 30 November 2021

Challenges
1.
Covid 19
2.
Lack of clear systems
structures in the association
3.
Limited financial capacity

and

Recommendations
1.
Monthly subscription should be
paid by all members to support the
association
2.
Licensed FS dumping sites
especially for thick sludge should
be constructed
3.
More members are still needed as
a source of income of the
association
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Corporate Governance & Secretariat
Corporate Governance
GAU’s corporate governance remains an important organisational asset. All required Board meetings were held and all
necessary approvals obtained in respect of the adoption of the 2021 annual report and management accounts as well as
the budget and workplan for 2021. Strong communication and co-operation between the Board and stakeholders was
evident.

Secretariat
The next term of service of the Gulpers Association Uganda, emphasis will be placed on establishing a solid secretariat to
independently run the daily operations of the association on behalf of the board of directors. We shall get a secretary
general for the association and a team for operations and management
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Priorities for 2022
2022 will be a further year of consolidation for GAU in
which the following are the main overarching objectives:
• Maintain

and

strengthen

our

existing

core

programmes, including learning from past experience
and making enhancements.
• Continue to provide outstanding development results to
our community, donor funders and regulators.

• Raise

signiﬁcant

strengthen

additional donor funding to

our programmes,

engage in

new

initiatives in areas of high need, and enhance our own
operational sustainability. A dedicated fundraising
team has been established to implement GAU’s
2021 fundraising plan. Acquire a cesspool truck at
dumping bay to enhance operations.
• Follow through on key policy and strategy work
already underway in order to help ensure that policy

and strategy changes already underway are carried
through into implementation. W e will also assess
the potential to raise donor funding for this work,
much of which is currently unfunded.
• Increase the documentation, review and dissemination
of GAU’s historical learning and replicable models/
approaches (including case studies and hosting mini
events / workshops on key topics).
• Further

strengthen

human

resources

through

increased reﬂection and learning within the team,
participation

in

selected

external

conferences/

workshops, and enhancements to performance
incentivisation. Consideration will also be given to
taking on a Secretary General or General manager
depending on aﬀordability and workload.
• Strengthen our Board by means of taking on at least
two new trustees (who have already been identiﬁed)
and ensure ongoing close communication and co-

operation between the Board and Management.
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